Submit your abstract

Make sure to submit your abstract to CIRSE 2021 by March 15 to get maximum exposure for your work! Featuring two new abstract categories – FIRST@CIRSE clinical trials and Trial design and methodology – the annual meeting is more than ever the ideal platform to share your findings with the world of IR.

Bring your colleague

Only five more weeks until the interventional oncology meeting of the year! Join us for more than 40 sessions on established and novel procedures as well as the field’s hot topics! To enhance interdisciplinary teamwork, you can bring your tumour board colleagues free of charge!

IASIOS

CIRSE is currently conducting a survey on the effects of COVID 19 on IR service provision and staff. Sharing your experience and participating in the survey will greatly help your community in gaining an overview on how the pandemic has impacted your specialty. Make sure to participate, it only takes a few minutes!

New podcast

In the latest episode of the CVIR Endovascular podcast, Prof. Jim Reekers talks to Prof. Mohamad Hamady and Prof. Mick Lee about the road to achieving recognition for IR as an independent medical specialty. Have a listen and subscribe for further podcasts!

LOCATOR

SECURE THE ALL-ACCESS PASS FOR YOURSELF AND YOUR TEAM!

Gain access to all CIRSE congresses, webinars and online education tools in 2021 for one low fee with the new All-Access Pass! Staying up to date on everything IR has never been easier. Or cheaper! The All-Access Pass can also be purchased through group registration to enable your entire team to learn, share and connect with interventional specialists from around the world throughout the year!

IR vacancy of the month

Only two more weeks to apply as an interventional radiologist at the Southmead Hospital in Bristol! To view this vacancy or add an open position from your institution, visit CIRSE’s IR vacancy finder.

Six newly accredited courses

Six new and updated courses are now available on the CIRSE Academy: refresh your knowledge on fundamental IR topics and earn CME credits from the comfort of your own home!

Topics package: Robotics and AI in IR

Browse this CIRSE Library topic package for an overview on promising developments in artificial intelligence and robotics and how they can best be harnessed to further improve IR services.

CIRSE student membership

CIRSE’s student membership grants interested medical students full access to CVIR, the CIRSE Library and the CIRSE Academy’s numerous CME certified online courses. In addition, students enjoy easy track registration for any CIRS event. Make sure to share these great news!

Join us online from June 17-19

The interventional oncology meeting of the year is approaching quickly, so make sure to secure your spot at a strongly reduced rate by March 4! To browse the extensive programme, international faculty, and all satellite symposia, access the programme organiser which will also let you put together your personal itinerary.

Submit your manuscripts

If you have completed your research project and want to publish your findings in the leading IR journal, consider submitting your manuscript! We are looking for high-quality original research papers. Submit your manuscript online!

IIR reciting the vows

In order to become a member of the European Society of Radiology – Interventional Radiology, an individual must recite the IIR’s reciting the vows. A person’s first year in the society is marked and included in mostOCs for all medical specialties. Do you know the language of your specialty? Read us at the end of this newsletter to find out!

“I swear to do my best to promote the science and art of medicine”}

Literally speaking – Answer

Let us know what matters to you!

Make sure to share your thoughts on whether your institution has implemented interventions to improve patient satisfaction or interventional radiology in general, let us know at communications@cirse.org

Was the content of this newsletter relevant to you?

Absolutely!

Meh.

Some of it.

Sorry, I had nodded off.